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On the evening of May 25th, 2020
A white noise screeches on the global speaker
A loop of wailing cries for “Mama…”
George Floyd’s murder became
America’s latest release of trauma porn
Alerting sleepwalkers to a waking nightmare
Dazed and confused
They can’t un-see
the truth of the American dream
That the soil of the land we occupy
Has for hundreds of years been fertilized by
the blood of black people dripping off the leaves
And that this murder is no different
My people know it too
Upon hearing the news
I sat at my ancestral altar and
Earnestly asked
How do we move forward?
I know they’ve witnessed atrocities
First and second hand
In their lifetimes
Now acting as ascended advisors
I asked that they extend their arms to help me hold
whatever my mind, heart, and spirit
struggle to carry
Three figures arrive in the shadows
My maternal grandmother and grand-aunts
They fled Haiti in the late 1960s
For a better life in the land of the free
My gran Zann speaks
Cherie, you are a miracle walking
as free as we’d hoped you’d be
White supremacy delusion is a hungry beast
Fed by blood rituals for centuries
Dismantling their system was never our calling
You are an ancestor in training
Live honorably
Heal
Grasp the darkness from deep within
Release what does not serve the highest
Reclaim sovereignty
Feed your consciousness,
Nurture your vessel
Mind and lead with your soul
Tell the ugly truth
Shatter the image that was forced
Close your eyes
To see yourself
To hear yourself
Self-care proceeds collective care
Listen to the elders
Write our stories
Teach the babies
Get in right relationship with the earth
Nature will never shame your return
When did you forget that we were one?
Go to the water
Commune with the sun
Kiss your lover deeply
Tell your loved ones sorry
For the harm that comes as a result of
trauma that gets to be too much to handle
Do better
For the legacy that follows

